Abstract-The migration of legacy AUTOSAR automotive software from a single-core ECU to a multicore ECU faces two main challenges: 1) data dependencies between AUTOSAR runnables must be respected, which may limit the level of parallelism; 2) the original data-flow from the single-core must be reproduced, in order to guarantee the same functional behaviour without exhaustive validation and testing efforts afterwards.
1. INTRODUCTION The performance requirements for an automotive embedded system have increased steadily in recent years. Today, road vehicles contain a complex in-vehicle network of 70 or more electronic control units (ECUs) [7] . Hence, minimizing the resource consumption is one of the most important design objectives [11] . Fortunately, embedded multicore processors, Like the Infineon AURIX [8] , have become widely available. They provide a higher absolute performance in comparison with single-core processors. Nevertheless, a vast majority of automotive control software is re-used for multicore processors, because the code is well tested and much effort was spent on the optimization and maintenance. Consequently, this article focuses on the migration of automotive legacy software to multicore ECUs.
Automotive software is described according the AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture (AUTOSAR) standard [2] . An application is described by a hierarchical Software-Component (SW-C) model, in which runnables (i.e. elementary code pieces) inside SW-Cs implement the functional behaviour. Runnables with the same release time (periodic or sporadic) and maintains the original data-flow of the applications. Our technique groups runnables from (originally) consecutive scheduled tasks into a supertask. Runnables of the supertask are then scheduled, whereas inter-task data dependencies are respected. This allows for maiutaining the original data-flow and increasing the parallelism in the legacy application.
2) The scalability of supertasks is evaluated and compared against state of the art runnable-level parallelization. To that end, a diesel engine management system is used, because the application contains a large amount of highly connected runnables. Our results show better scalability of supertasks on 2 and 4 cores. The average speed-up increased from 1.56 to 1.71 on 2 cores and from 1.72 to 1.98 on 4 cores, respectively.
3) For a better classification, supertasks are compared against task-level parallelization (based on TIC). Supertasks provide a higher speed-up under low processor utilization and TIC provides better performance under high processor utilization. Interestingly, our observations suggest the use of supertasks and TIC as complementary strategies for increasing the overall system performance.
This article is organized as follows: the next section defines the objectives for automotive software parallelization and describes the challenges addressed in this article. Section III describes state of the art for task-and runnable-level parallelization approaches. Section IV presents the concept of supertask. The evaluation is presented in section V. Finally, section VI concludes the article.
II. OBJECTIVES AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
Software parallelization approaches [17] decompose the application into subtasks, conduct a dependency analysis, define a mapping to cores, and schedule tasks. We discuss these steps in the following and explain why considering the original application configuration as parallelization constraint is a reasonable approach. Moreover, the challenges reSUlting from this approach are presented.
The structure of an automotive application however, does not necessarily represent a decomposition into parallel or independent components. Quite the contrary, each component realizes a subtask (implemented by runnables) of the overall control and communicates frequently with other components. Hence, an automotive application must be decomposed according to the control function, which is realized by the application. Rearranging the runnables in new tasks to increase the level of parallelism requires a re-validation of the functional correctness. That means, extensive tests must be conducted, for which the cost is very high and which is therefore undesirable. Fortunately, the original application configuration defines a well-tested and validated system configuration. Therefore, it is reasonable to use the original application configuration as constraint for the parallelization. The functional properties of the application remain unchanged as well as the tasks.
Hence, when migrating to multi core processor, data dependencies between runnables of the same task must be derived [1] . Here, it is important to take the original application configuration into account, to reflect the original data flow.
Afterwards, the multicore scheduler must respect the partial order imposed by data dependencies and guarantee end-to-end latency bounds between sensor and actuator. The latter point marks an essential difference between automotive software parallelization and classical software parallelization. 
A. Task-level Parallelism
Timed implicit communication (TIC) [9] is a communication mechanism that transforms the data flow of the original task set. Producer and consumer tasks are decoupled by this transformation, which allows for parallel execution of communicating tasks. The reception of data is shifted by one producer period and bound to the task period. Therefore, the producer stores data in a buffer and attaches a publication timestamp equal to the time at the end of the current task period. The consumer reads from the previous producer instance, as compared to the original task set execution, by selecting a value with the appropriate timestamp. Hence, a task instance can be scheduled at any point within its period.
B. Runnable-level Parallelism
An important factor during the migration to a multicore ECU is the validation of the functional correctness. Thus, we consider only approaches that reuse the application configuration and are applied to each task of the application A. 1) Graph-based Decomposition: [4] describes an automatic parallelization process in which the application is analysed and represented with an hierarchical task graph (HTG). The graph is supplemented by weights (measurement-based execution time) and communication cost. The parallelization of the annotated HTG is done recursively, with depth-first-search. Nodes are combined to an input set for an integer linear programming (ILP) and a solver is used to calculate a mapping of child nodes to cores. The results of the solver are combined until the root node is reached. The ll..P solver minimizes the critical path by splitting a node into three sections: sequential, parallel, and sequential. The solution can contain different levels of granularity, because every child node contains parallel sets with different execution times. Platform specific task creation overhead or communication cost can be considered. Using different levels of granularity is a benefit, on the one hand, because idle times are minimized. But it is also a drawback, on the other hand, because the computational complexity grows with the task size and the integration in AUTOSAR is not possible, as a runnable-to-task mapping is required.
2) RunPar: Structural partitioning is a fundamental design characteristic of AUTOSAR applications. A SW-C (and task) is statically assigned to one core. Hence, partitioned multicore scheduling [5] is preferred for automotive software. RunPar classifies runnables of Vi in dependent and independent. A runnable r E Vi is dependent, if the node degree deg(r) > 0, i.e. the runnable communicates with other runnables from the same task within the same period; the runnable is considered independent, otherwise. The runnables are allocated in decreasing order of their combine utilization, which is computed as the highest sum of utilization across the chains of dependencies starting from the observed runnable. Hence, runnables on the critical path are allocated first. The processor is selected using a worst-fit decreasing heuristic, i.e. to the least occupied core (the smallest u~um). Dependent runnables are allocated first and independent runnables are allocated afterwards. ,t allocation with RunPar. The task set composed of 71 and 7 4 is scheduled according to the precedence constraints defined in fig. lao The dashed lines represent inter-task dependencies, i.e. 2 -+ 5 and 3 -+ 5. Both tasks are scheduled separately and executed consecutively to guarantee the inter-task dependencies. Runnable 2 is allocated as first to core 0, because it has the highest combined utilization. RunPar reserves a time window for each runnable in the length of its WCET. This concept is also known as logical execution time (LET) [10] .
C. Discussion
Task-level parallelization with TIC keeps the original application configuration, which guarantees a correct data flow inside a task. The communication between tasks is transformed in a predictable manner, which guarantees an identical data flow for all target platforms. The approach is compliant to AUTOSAR and it allows legacy applications to execute tasks in parallel without any modification at source code level. However, an overhead for storing and selecting data is introduced as well as an additional latency between the sensor and actuator (due to delayed communication). Despite the benefits of TIC, it requires careful choice in applying this mechanism.
Runnable-Ievel parallelization reduces the WCET of the task, but it does not necessarily reduce the response time. The reason is, the task activation and scheduling are identical to the execution on the single-core. However, the overall processing time is reduced, because tasks execute faster. This additional computational time can be used for other functionalities or for a reduction of the clock frequency.
The main advantage of RunPar is its compliance with AUTOSAR and its practicability. The generated solution can be implemented with schedule tables. Start times are defined by the WCET, which guarantees that no race conditions can occur. However, the sequential execution of parallelized tasks might produce large idle intervals (cf. fig. 1) . Hence, these intervals should be utilized, unless subject to data dependencies.
Obviously, task-and runnable-level parallelism provide good performance in different scenarios. The former one for a sufficiently large number of tasks and processors; the latter one for a single task, but it is limited by data dependencies. However, a direct comparison of both approaches has not been conducted so far. Moreover, RunPar was evaluated with one bin-packing heuristic and priority rule so far. Consequently, the next section presents a concept for utilizing idle intervals and section V investigates when parallelization strategies are ideally used.
IV. SUPERTASK
This section presents a mechanism for utilizing idle intervals ( fig. 1 ) of consecutively executed tasks: the supertask. There are two reasons for this large gap: first, precedence constraints (2, 3), (4, 5) , (4, 6) prevent an earlier execution of runnables 3, 5 and 6. Second, consecutive task execution (71 -+ 74) shifts the execution of runnable 4 beyond runnable 3, although no precedence constraint exists. Therefore, we propose combining tasks into one supertask structure, whereby inter-task dependencies are transformed to intra-task dependencies of the supertask. This allows for parallel execution of runnables from both tasks, guaranteeing the same order as in the original task set, and idle intervals are filled.
In general, given two consecutively scheduled tasks 7a -+ 7b, the attributes (Ta .b, Ga .b) of the supertask 7a .b are defined as:
The edges in Einter represent inter-task dependences. They are identified by dependency analysis whereby the control flow is defined by the original task execution order: 7a -+ 7b (section II). However, the number of combined tasks can be larger than two. Therefore, the process is repeated several times. They are allocated first on core O. Runnable 4 can execute immediately after runnable 1, followed by runnable 6. Overall, supertasks reduce the utilization of a subset of tasks executed within a given cycle. In the example, the idle interval is filled and the total execution time is reduced from 6.5 to 5.
A. Integration in AUTOSAR
A supertask extends the schedule table by a new entry. Similar to tasks, each supertask has its starting point, the order in which it is activated, and an associated runnable scheduling table derived with RunPar. The supertask is activated at pTa.b instead of the original tasks. Supertasks do neither change the runnable-to-task assignment nor the single-core task scheduling. The tasks and the execution order of tasks remain the same. For example, the supertask in fig. 2 is activated with a period of 4 ms. At runtime, the AUTOSAR operating system (AR-OS) task scheduler checks first, if a supertask must be executed in the current cycle. If this is the case, the AR -OS schedules runnables that form the supertask as defined by RunPar (or any other intra-task runnable scheduler), preventing execution of those tasks already executed within supertasks.
The scheduling with supertasks is, like RunPar, based on LETs. However, common automotive software contains sporadic tasks (like the crank-angle task in an engine management system) that require a quick response after an interrupt. Therefore, we explain a method to handle interrupts, for preempting a task or supertask during execution. Let 7p be a periodic task and let 7s be a sporadic task (parallelized on runnable-level). An interrupt Is for 7 s during execution of 7p is handled in a co-operative manner, as shown in fig. 3 . First, the latest finish time fmax from all running runnables is determined. 
B. Discussion
The response time for interrupts is potentially smaller with task-level parallelization, because a dedicated core can immediately serve the interrupt. But, the worst-case load for this task must always be guaranteed by this core and task execution takes longer (in comparison with supertasks). Altematively, in a system with supertasks, the interrupt is latest served after a time equal to the WCET of the largest runnable in the supertask. Moreover, the load is distributed to all cores. However, sporadic tasks take a small share in processor load and further evaluation is not conducted therefore.
A supertask is a promising solution for filling idle intervals between consecutively scheduled tasks. Clearly, the WCET of a supertask is shorter than with separately parallelized tasks. However, automotive software is characterised by many data dependencies. Thus, we investigate whether supertasks reduce idle intervals in the presence of data dependencies.
V. EVALUATION
This section evaluates the concept of supertask. This is done in three steps: first, we look for an ideal RunPar configuration, which is then used for scheduling runnables inside supertasks. Second, we evaluate the performance of supertasks. Finally, we compare and discuss runnable-and task-level parallelization strategies in a comparison.
We selected a diesel engine management system (EMS) as use case, because the application contains roughly one thousand runnables, which frequently communicate with each other (also via inter-task communication). The EMS contains eleven periodic tasks: 71, 74, 75, 78, 716, 720, 732, 764, 796, 7128, and 71024, where the index equals the period.
A. Experiment Configuration
Analysable 2-and 4-core processors (cf. [18, 15] ) are considered as target. Each core has a private instruction scratchpad, a data cache (256 KB), and is connected to an on-chip SDRAM memory device through a network on chip (NoC) . The maximum access delay to shared resources is bound by a pre-computed upper bound delay (UBD). The NoC has a wormhole-based tree topology [16] implementing 3 simple pipelined 2-to-1 routers, so each core requires 2 hops to reach the memory. The NoC and the memory interface are sources of interferences. Let Lt be the tree traversal time and let Lm be the memory latency: UBD= Lt + (c -1) . Lm. We consider L t = 1 cycles for the 2-core processor and L t = 2 for a 4-core processor, i.e. a message traverses 1 and 2 routers, respectively. The memory latency is Lm = 10 cycles. This configuration provides an UBD= 11 cycles for the 2-core and UBD= 32 cycles for the 4-core processor. The static timing analysis tool set arAWA [13] is used to estimate the WCET. A model of the target processor, the source code, and the compiled executable are used to calculate a trustworthy upper bound for the WCET. The multi core environment is represented by defining the UBD for a request to the processors communication subsystem and memory resources. Hence, the WCET of tasks are time-composable. That means the timing behaviour is independent of simultaneously executed tasks, insensitive to the core allocation, and independent of sharing the cache state with other tasks. Hence, RunPar can be used.
B. Ideal Configuration for RunPar
As preparation, we first look for an ideal bin-packing heuristic and priority rule of RunPar for executing EMS. The speed-up is used as metric, which we define as follows: let Ci be the WCET for sequential execution of 7 i , where interferences from other cores are assumed. Let ct be the WCET for 7i as defined in <I> by RunPar. The speed-up for 7 i is S i = c./ct .
RunPar can be used with any bin-packing heuristic or priority rule. Several criteria can be used for prioritizing runnables during allocation: deadline, period, density, or utilization. RunPar favours the combined utilization. Intuitively, this seems to be a good choice, because the critical path is considered implicitly. A worst-fit decreasing is used as bin-packing heuristic. Again, this seems to be an intuitively good choice, because always the least loaded core is selected. To investigate different configurations, the specification of RunPar is updated as follows: RunPar(Gi = (Vi , E i ), m, P, H D , HI) computes a valid allocation <I> i = ('PI, . . . , 'Pm) for the runnables in Vi of 7i to m identical cores constraints by Ei , using the priority rule P, the bin-packing heuristic HD for dependent runnables and HI for independent runnables. RunPar is executed with worstfit (WF) andfirst-fit (FF) bin-packing heuristics, in combination with utilization (U) and combined utilization (CU) as priority rule. Best-fit and next-fit are variants of the WF and FF, which would produce similar results. They are not considered therefore. Setups 1 -4 in table I apply the same heuristic to dependent and independent runnables. Setups 5 -8 apply different heuristics. Figure 4 shows the average and maximum WCET speedup for the setups in Table I : Investigated heuristics and priority rules.
for this application. Surprisingly, using CU as priority rule only provides a small improvement over the U in the average case. This observation is unexpected, because the CU indirectly considers the critical path and thus seems to be the superior rule. However, RunPar considers precedence constraints and hence CU and U are equivalent priority rules. However, our findings confirm S4 as best choice for the EMS, due to its slightly better average performance (S2 vs. S4)' Therefore, we present detailed results for S4 in the rest of this section. 
C. Scalability of Task-and Runnable-level Parallelism
We create all (23) The results show a better scalability for supertasks over separate task parallelization in any case. The improvement ranges between 5% and 35%. The maximum speed-up is 2, which means an efficiency of 100%. The average speed-up improved from 1.56 to 1.71. Figure 6 shows the speed-up on four cores the same supertask selection for fig. 5 . Like in the previous case, similar results are omitted to maintain readability. Similar to the two-core processor case, supertasks obtain a better scalability than separate task parallelization in all cases. The improvement ranges between 5% and 43%. The maximum speed-up is 2.66, which means an efficiency of 66%. The average speed-up improved from 1.72 to 1.98. However, task-level parallelism beats supertask for large supertask sizes (e.g. supertasks 8 to 11). This is discussed in next section. 
Size of task set Figure 6 : Speed-up on 4 cores.
D. Discussion and Comparison with Task-level Parallelism
On the two-core processor, runnable-level parallelization, i.e. RunPar and supertasks provides better performance compared to TIC (50) (also for cases not shown in the figure). Supertasks provide competitive performance on two cores, without adding latency in the chain of control as TIC does. However, the benefit of the supertask shrinks as the size of supertasks grows, resulting in similar speed-ups like TIC (50) in case of the supertask 11. Contrarily, TIC provides similar performance for almost all task set sizes. Also on four-core processor, supertasks provide better or equal results as TIC for task sets with a size up to 7. But, for larger task sets TIC utilizes cores better, whereas supertask performance decreases. TIC (50) achieves a speed-up of 3.1 for II tasks, i.e. an efficiency of 77%. The shrinking benefit of supertasks in comparison to TIC, as the number of runnables increases, results from the fact that TIC ignores inter-task dependencies, while supertasks respect all dependencies. Thus, TIC exploits a four-core processor better.
These results indicate that none of the approaches is the ultimate choice. The processor utilization changes over time due to simultaneous activation of tasks, in multiperiodic systems like automotive software. Thus, the parallelization method should change as the utilization changes. Runnablelevel parallelism is ideal for a small number of activated tasks and task-level parallelism is ideal when large tasks are activated. Thus, runnable-and task-level parallelism are rather complementary. Combining these two levels of granularity also reduces the end-to-end latency increment of TIC. Moreover, the overall performance is increased. This makes it possible to either execute more complex algorithms or execute the same application on multiple cores with a reduced clock rate (such that deadlines are still kept) to save energy.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces the concept of supertask for utilizing idle intervals between parallelized tasks. The original task set is used as parallelization constraint. Consecutive executed tasks are grouped and executed with a period equal to the least common multiple of tasks composing it. Hence, the original execution order is kept and the validation effort after the migration is drastically reduced. The implementation only requires minimum modifications at operating system level and sporadic tasks are suppoted. Supertasks are evaluated with a complex diesel engine management system and found to provided better performance than separate task parallelization. The average speed-up improves from 1.56 to 1.71 (2 cores) and from 1.72 to 1.98 (4 cores), respectively. Additionally, supertasks are compared against task-level parallelization. Supertasks provide better or equal performance on 2 cores and better performance for a task set size up to 7 on 4 cores, respectively. Due to our results, runnable-and tasklevel parallelism are found to be complementary strategies. Their combination remains as a future work.
